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Watching Marvelous Villains Crossover
by Crossover_King

Summary

What if Spider-Man and his villains crossed over into the DC universe and the hero's and the
hero's and villains are both overwhelmed as to who these new villains are and where they
came from and they all end up being transported to a pocket dimension where a group of
beings who see all dimensions and all worlds and universes show them footage of the
answers to who they and where they came from but most important how they were created.

Notes

I always thought of writing a fanfic about Marvel Villains and DC Villains crossover but not
only that but how they are similar to certain ones from the other universe. But I also wanted
the heroes to be in it as well because of origin story purposes.

See the end of the work for more notes

http://archiveofourown.org/users/Crossover_King/pseuds/Crossover_King


Villains Collide

It was night in Gotham City and at Wayne Manor in the batcave was Batman sitting at the
monitor in his suit just typing away as usual. Bruce was exhausted by the recent couple of
weeks because a numerous new villains have appeared suddenly into Gotham City and he has
been getting reports from the rest of the Justice League that they have spread to others as well
and not one of them can catch or figure out where they came from or how they have their
unique abilities and powers and most importantly who they are.

Bruce felt stressed and his eyes felt dry probably because their bloodshot from him being at
the screen for so long he’s been searching for hours for clues and matches on an identity of
any of these guys even the one he was looking at right now. He enlarged the image from a
online newspaper clipping that he had of a man who had short brown hair and curved goggles
of some kind with blacked out lenses and had four automated mechanical arms attached to
his body. From the looks of this man Bruce thought he looked a lot like Penguin but he didn’t
have any of penguins features or tech signatures even the gimmick seemed different. He
leaned forward towards the screen narrowing his eyes at the picture in fascination. Suddenly
Bruce heard footsteps behind him he turned around to realize it was Alfred in his usual butler
suit. “Hello master Bruce I came to check up on you!” Bruce smiled at him turning back
around and his smile faded once his eyes returned to the screen placing his hand under his
chin. “Thanks Alfred I’m okay, but I’d feel a lot better if I figured out who these newcomers
were!” Alfred walked up right next to him as both of them were now observing the screens.
“Still no luck I presume then sir!” Looking back at Bruce who shook his head in response as
his eyes remained glued to the screen. “Nothing and some of these guys put their faces clear
out in the opened and I’ve cross checked every database on earth, facial recognition,
forensics, prints, ballistics, and with every know villain there is and still nothing which is
impossible Alfred it’s as if these guys don’t even exist, it as if the just appeared from
nowhere!” Gesturing his hand at the screen as he sighed in frustration. “Maybe you should
take a break sir perhaps a good nights rest is what you need to clear your mind and come
back to the search in the morning!” Putting his had on Bruce’s shoulder he looked up at
Alfred to see him smile if at him Bruce thought that maybe a little sleep is what he needed
after all he returned the smiled and nodded. “Alright Alfred!” With that Bruce shut down the
monitors and Alfred was already back up the stairs as Bruce heard a faint good night from
him. “Good night Alfred!” Bruce walked back to the vault to but his suit away suddenly a
flash of bright light blinded him as he put his hands up to shield his eyes but suddenly when
the light died down he saw that he was in a different room it was as big as the batcave but it
had a giant screen on the wall and saw several open seats the place looked like a room at a
movie theater.

Batman was trying to figure out how he got here just then he saw mini flashes of light and
out of them appeared other fellow hero’s and members of the Justice League who appeared
randomly in different places of the room Superman, Wonder Woman, The Flash, Aquaman,
Shazam!, Green Arrow, Black Canary, Huntress, Blue Beetle, Hawkgirl, Nightwing, Starfire,
Robin, Red Hood, Batgirl, etc. All of them had the same looks of confusion on there faces as
he heard constant chatter about where they where, and how did they get here and so on. Then
the room expanded seeing that all of the hero’s were in this room and saw another bunch of



seats expand and they noticed some sort of see through wall was put between the aisle and
saw on the other side all of their villains appearing in the room as well, The Joker, Harley
Quinn, Poison Ivy, Catwoman, Two-Face, Clayface, Penguin, Deathstroke, Killer’s Croc and
Frost, Livewire, Parasite, Cheetah, Silver Banshee, Volcana, Lex Luthor, Vandal Savage and
Scandal Savage, Knockout, Giganta, etc. many of them noticed their enemy’s on the other
side and tried to break down the wall but none of their powers were working but they could
hear every noise still as if the wall wasn’t even there. Suddenly a booming voice came out of
nowhere which made everyone on both sides look around for the source. “You have all been
brought here because an anomaly has happened recently and beings have entered your world,
and none of the greatest hero’s or villains can figure out who they are, but we are here to
answer your questions and show you through what we’ve seen where they came from and
who they are!” Then everything was quiet until Superman was the first to break the silence.
“Where the heck are we and who are you people, and why did you bring our dangerous
enemies here and why does this place look like a movie theater?” Then after a moment of
silence the voice came back “You all are in a pocket dimension that exists outside of time and
space a few hours could be spent here and it would be only a few seconds on earth, we are a
group of beings that exist to observe anything and everything that happens in every
dimension and universe in existence and we record all the events from all points of view no
matter where when or how it’s possible, the reasoning for transporting every hero and villain
on earth here is because everyone has the right to know who these new villains that have
crossed over into your universe, they are not currently with us but like we said time will pass
here but not on earth so do not worry about them causing any damage or harm to earth, to
answer your last question Superman the reason why we have formed this pocket dimension
into a movie thwarted is because we thought it would make you more comfortable to a
surrounding that makes everyone here a little more at ease, and because we are going to show
you the memories we have observed from the parallel universe they all are from who they are
their origin stories and most of all the hero that has fought them all, but know this know one
can harm each other here at all or your memories will be erased and you will be transported
back to the moment you left and where you came from!” They finished the entire theater
room on both sides was quietly clamoring before they came to an agreement. Superman
stepped up, “Well listen and see what you have to show us about these people!” nodding ,
then Lex Luthor spoke for the villains “We agree to play nice to just this once with them, but
don’t think this means we’re on the same side now it’s because just like you we want to see
who we’re up against the last thing any of us want is some strangers thinking they can kill
our enemies!” Lex glared angrily pointing his finger at Superman who nodded in
understanding. “Good now will everyone please take a seat and we will begin!” With that
everyone sat down although some of the villains couldn’t be quiet.

They all waited for a minute then the theater screen turned white and started rolling footage.
“Now before we begin all of you must know the reason why these villains don’t exist is
because they are from as we said earlier a parallel universe completely different from yours
one where none of you exist or even have a doppelgänger, one where the justice league
doesn’t exist and none of you bad guys exist either.” They explained the entire room was
wide eyed at this. “But know that the first one we will identifying the hero and the enemy of
these villain from that universe!” Then a picture appeared on the screen of a town that
appeared from a city like Gotham only much brighter. Harley Quinn spoke up “Hey that
place looks like Gotham only without the creepy bat and the night look!” She chuckled
Batman gave her a cold glare but could see her point which Batman had to agree with. “Yes



Ms. Quinn this city is from the other universe and is a representation of Gotham City only it’s
called New York City and instead of Batman it has another hero a younger hero!” Batman
was curious to see who is replacement was in this universe he was seeing. “The hero of this
city is a young teenage boy from high school named Peter Parker!” The room was in shock
that Batman’s replacement was younger. “Well is he wise?” Wonder Woman asked, “Yes in
fact to answer your question we will show you his origin but first you must know his enemy’s
that are reeking havoc first!” As the voice finished the screen started rolling footage.



Flippers vs. Tenticles

Chapter Summary

The first similar match up of characters is Batman's Penguin and Spider-Man's Octopus.

Chapter Notes

Penguin and Doc Ock the reason I put them as a match up is because they both use big
words. and both are named after aquatic animals and both kind of have funny features
like how Penguin has the big nose and the eye glass and how Doc Ock has his
mechanical arms and the blacked out shades similar to penguins. But anyways sorry if
this chapter is short and is badly written I just like writing about things outside of the
box that no one else will and I don't own anything.

"Well Penguin there is a villain that is your alteration from that universe." some of the
villains and hero's were looking at him. Penguins eyes were wide as the cigarette holder
remained in his mouth. He cleared his throat before speaking up again,

"Well if that's the circumstances then let's see who dares compare to my pure criminal
intellect and see if this peasant can compare to the Penguin!" the look on his face was proud
and serious, some of the other crooks just shook their heads in confusion of penguins big
words.

The footage on the screen started at some laboratory underground in a room where some man
with sharp edged square lenses was working on some kind of device.

"Here is the next villain that has crossed who is the genius of the villain group in the other
universe, Oswald Cobblepot meet your match Otto Octavius or Dr.Otto Octavius who is a
brilliant scientist who dedicated his life to put his mind into his work and technology to
benefit humanity!"

"He was on the verge of a new fusion based energy source that would replace fossil fuels and
mean cheaper electricity for everyone." the voice boomed,

"That's impossible fusion energy sources are unstable and even if this Dr. Octavius did figure
out a way to stabilize it the energy would eventually self sustain and create a gravity pull
runaway reaction that would destroy everything!" Lex shouted standing up out of his seat
before sitting back down.



"You are correct Mr. Luthor, but as smart as you are he took that into consideration before
starting the project which connects to his origin story." the screen showed a pedestal of some
sort of arms as Octavius stepped up onto it as the metal waist band locked around him and the
spin brace latched into in skin as a light glowed yellow as the arms automatically lifted up.
The room was in fascination by these four arms as they saw him step down off the pedestal.

"These are my assistants I created there four arms they are controlled by my brain and see
everything through a neural link each arm has automatic reaction like a natural reflex for a
human, their soul purpose is to ensure successful containment of highly concentrated fusion
energy reaction in an environment that no human flesh could enter and they are completely
impervious to heat and magnetism." Penguin huffed clearly showing his disbelief that this
man was like him.

"Well if he's so smart then based off of the description of how advanced those arms are they
would end up manipulating his mind!" Luthor argued once again, many of the hero's and
villains were trying to hold back their laughs at his reactions they could obviously see his
jealously for competitions of intelligence.

"Yes Mr. Luthor actually he'll explain that in a minute."

With that he sat back down as the footage started playing to show a woman, "Excuse me,
doctor that being said if the artificial intelligence in these arms are as advanced as you
suggest and claim wouldn't that make you vulnerable to them." Lex smiled which
immediately faded once he saw Octavius's on the screen.

"How accurate you are indeed!"

He turned around and showed the spine brace pointing at the yellow light on his neck,
"Which is why I developed this inhibiter chip to protect my higher brain functions and
cerebral cortex, which means I maintain control of these arms instead of them controlling
me!" Octavius finished,

They watched his presentation and the experiment go wrong and the chip blow up and saw
his new attire and goggles and yellow and green suit with his arms attached, "The arms are
influencing his mind and because a criminal genius and because of the four arms plus the
regular two he already has and because he's a doctor he calls himself Doctor Octopus or for
short and more commonly as Doc Ock!" even Penguin had to admit that the enlarged choice
of words the criminal mind and the attire outfit he had to admit that there were alterations.

"HAHAHAHA!" Joker laughed nudging penguin with his fist with his wide grin on his face
"Well pengers at least your literally evil twin has a more diabolical name than you honestly
Doc Ock sounds better than Penguin!" continuing his laugh, penguins face turned to fury as
he grabbed his umbrella pointing the tip at him. "You maniacal clown I'd like to see your
match to see if he's as a maniac as you are and if he's got a more fearsome name than The
Joker!" Joker was now laughing his head off,

"Sorry pengie but unlike the rest of you I'm one of a kind and that for every uni there is
verses me HAHAHAHA!!!" but Joker's laughing was cut short by the familiar boom of the
voice,



"Even we wish that were true since your mind is the most psychopathic ever, but
unfortunately there is only one person who can match up against you and he's here as well!"
Joker's face was now in shock as every other villain and hero there was in the entire room not
any one of them would even think that there would be anyone as bad as Joker in eternity.
"SAY WHAT!!!" Joker yelled nearly stumbling out of his seat.

"Yes in fact he's actually worse than you are and has absolutely no humanity what so ever!"
they all tuned in as they saw the screen get ready to see who this was the footage started
rolling.



End Notes

Leave your comments tell me what you think please I like having reviews and giving people
what they want that isn't out there!

Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/16499759/comments/new
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